Dear Cayuga Lake Lovers,

CLEAN's team is speaking at 10:30am today at the Cornell Water Law for Activists Conference about our case against the DEC & Cargill. The livestream link is here:

https://law-cornell.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=60c5432e-1153-4681-8b04-aa1701528446

I hope you can tune in if you are not attending the conference itself...thanks!

Craig

Water Law for Activists - check back on the day of for a Livestream the Conference
Friday, March 22, Cornell Law School, Ithaca, NY
Sponsored by Cornell Environmental Law Society and Sierra Club Atlantic Chapter Water Committee

- Registration, 8:30 – 9:00 am
- 9:15: Introductory Remarks
- 9:30: Delaware Riverkeeper Maya van Rossum – Green Amendment
- 10:10: Richard Lippes – SEQR
- 10:30: CLEAN Cargill Case: Richard Lippes, Serenna McCloud, Ray Vaughan
- 11:00: Joe Campbell and Yvonne Taylor – Victory! Seneca Lake LPG Storage Denied!
- 11:30: Judith Enck – Hoosick Falls PFAS and water pollution (video conference)
- 12:00: Tish O'Dell – Lake Erie has Rights! CELDF Victory (video conference)
- 12:15: Round Table Discussion Moderated by Professor Joshua Macey
• **12:45:** Lunch with a message about Dragonfly Day
• **1:30:** Walter Hang/Toxics Targeting – How to End New York’s Epic Failure to Enforce the U. S. Clean Water Act at More Than 200 Lakes, Rivers and Coastal Waters Included in the National 303(d) Registry of Impaired Waters
• **1:50:** David Dorfman – Necessity Defense
• **2:10:** Roger Downs – Federal Dirty Water Rule & the New York State Solution (video conference)
• **2:30:** Peter Mantius – How the media can impact water law
• **2:50:** Bill Mattingly/Water Sentinels – Water Testing
• **3:10:** Karen Biesanz – Working with Municipalities
• **3:30:** Iris Marie Bloom – Stopping Pipelines, Plastics and Power Plants: Using Resolutions, Moratoria and Zoning among our Grassroots Tools
• **3:50:** Susan Novak – PFAS Contamination in Military Bases
• **4:10:** Pramilla Malick – Appealing to the Department of Health (video conference)
• **4:25:** Round Table Discussion Moderated by Professor Joshua Macey
• **4:55:** Closing Remarks

---

**Clean the Lake. Protect the Lake.**